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1. Introduction 

The understanding of nonleptonic weak decays of baryons in the 
context of the unified electroweak theory has attracted considerable 
attention recently. A particularly convenient framework for calcu
lating the relevant baryon-baryon matrix elements of weak baryon de
cays is the MIT-bag model/1/ which manifestly allows the confinement 
of relativistic quarks inside hadrons. This model has been success
fully applied to the calculation of the low-lying hadron mass spect
rum and of static hadronic parameters, and later on, to a study of non
leptonic decays of hyperons/2-3/ and charmed baryons/4-6/. In previ

ous approaches to nonleptonic baryon decay phenomena one considered 
only baryon-baryon matrix elements of the parity-conserving weak Ha-
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weak Hamiltonian must vanish in the limit of SU(3) or SU(4) symmetry 
due to the Lee-swift theorem/7/, their contribution was generally ig
nored in the literature. In a recent pape~B/ Golowich and Holstein 
adressed to this question once more in the framework of the bag mo
del and argued that the corresponding contributions can indeed rea
sonably be neglected for nonleptonic hyperon decays. On the other 
hand, they anticipated that for charm-changing transitions, where sym
metry-breaking effects are expected to be much larger,parity-violating 
matrix elements will be quite significant, perhaps even comparable to 
their parity-conserving counterparts. 

Motivated by these considerations, we shall reinvestigate in this 
paper the Cabibbo favoured charmed-baryon decays considered in our 
earlier work/4/ by carefully exploring the parity-violating matrix 
elements, too. The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we shall 
estimate and compare the baryon-baryon matrix elements of the parity
violating and parity-conserving weak Hamiltonian. Their ratio will 
be listed in Table II. Table III gives a compilation of various cont
ributions to the S- andP-wave decay amplitudes. Finally, Sect. 3 con
tains discussions and conclusions. 
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2. Nonleptonic Charmed-.BarYon Deca.rs 

Our analysis is baaed on the following expression for the charm
changing part of the QCD corrected effective weak Hamiltonian of the 
Weinberg-Salam model/9/ 

Hw ~ :f, ~zec ( f_O- + f+o+). 
o+ = 1- { ( .Sc)~..(U:<i)l. + ( s d)J~q.}. 

(1) 

where f_ .= 1.96, f+ :" 0.64, and (SC}I. i: a shorthand notation for 
(.$C)t. .. ~"'O'f4(~+t5)C"' (the operators 0- are understood to be nor
mal ordered; colour indices are henceforth suppressed). The matrix 
element for nonleptonic baryon decays ~~~+){_.takes the form 

(Jii~) (3p' /I{, I CXr) = ;_ U(!(p} [A+ ]3 rs] Uo((~) YjJ1)· (2) 

where A and B are the (parity-violating) S wave and (parity-conser
ving) 'P wave amplitudes, respectively. Furthermore we denote baryon
baryon matrix elements of the parity-conserving (PC) and parity-vio
lating ( PV) parte of Hw by 

< 'PC -
{-> I Hw / o< / = Cl~oc U.(!> Uo< ' (J) 

( (31 H~"' I o< > = jyf!>d. ii~ 'ts U.01. 
By applying standard current-algebra techniques/10/ the A a~ ~ 
amplitudes may be expressed as a sum of commutator terms, baryon pole 
terms and factorizable contributions (for a graphical representation 
of these expressions in terms of quark diagrams see Fig. 1a-c) 

A = - fi-1 r=k ( I to arO( - I~! a(!>s> ) 
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Typical quark diagrams for nonleptonic baryon decays 
']3"' ~ 'B; +A(.._ contributing to the commutator term (a), 
the pole term (b) and the factorizable term (c) in eq. 
(4) of the text. Notice that the first diagram in (c) 
can be Pierz-rearranged into a form equivalent to the 
second diagram, 
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where r:r are unitary-spin matrix elements, MD(, etc., are baryon masses 

and F..,-::. 93 MeV, ~=1.27 Sr ar; m~on decay constants (the index 
-l refers to meson states :7r+, k , K~ etc.). As usual, we included 
additional factorizable contributions Afct~ 'B~c. which are associated 

with quark decay diagrams (cf. Fig. 1c) and take the form of a product 

of matrix elements of currents, 

A fa.c = -! G Fk eos2.ec. [ 2 f+ ± f_J (tvto<- M~) ~~p« , 

J3fac = ~ G ~ ~1.e7c [ 2f+ ± .f_] ( Mo< + Hf->) 3: D( 

(5) 

A V (3 
Here ~lc.(3oe., ~A.~c< are axial and vector coupling constants and the 
+(-) sign in tne brackets refers to ?r+-( /< 0

) emission. The PC baryon

-baryon matrix elements a;;o( may be expressed in the bag model as 
linear combinations of the two fo•.1r-quark overlap integrals 

(h =ScPx-(u.~+1Jt)(usuc+VSVC) = o.zg 'R-3
• <6> 

ba~ -.z R~3 
'1- =5 d 3x-(tr,.U5 -U"'1Js)(Uulic-l.tUc) = -0.S"·AO , 
(}.Z b4 

where U;. , 8't1,i are the usual large and small Dirac components of the 
quark spinor in the bag, and R is the bag radius. The axial and 

vector coupling constants appearing in eqs. (4) and (5) take the form 
. -

UJ. vnu-l{Utt.L·J:\. J..UI.ot'O,.l·a..LJ:j 

q A(v) = cA(v) s ol,>t ( U;. Uj + t A(v)~ ~) (7) 

a baB 
with tA:-f, tv= 1. • The indices ,(,I a label the flavour of the 
quarks in the corresponding transition currents and CA(v) are pure 

SU(4) coefficients. We direct the reader to Ref. 4 for a compendium 

of the various a,.,d. amplitudes and coupling constants ~:~v~ *). 

As in this work, we shall use the following set of parameters for 

quark masses m...i , frequencies w,.,-4 (.i) and bag radius R : rnl( =44 

MeV, Wl5 = 300 MeV, Wlc= 1529 MeV,G,jfl() .. 2.148,~-i{s}•2.864,(..J_{c)=7·77 

R
--1 I~ I ~,>f 

and = 211.9 MeV. 
Let us now calculate the PV baryon-baryon matrix elements 

contributing in eq. (4). For definiteness we again consider the pro-

cesses /\~~(A'Jrt; pko) '2oK+) [o1r+), A+-~c.o.:Jr+-, Ao~ 2;,+ 

*) Formula (7) in our preprint/4/ contains a misprint. Replace. 
everywhere o-_, lQ-PC in this formula. The baryon intermediate state 
contributing to the A~ decay is 5° , not Ao • 
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Table ! 

compilation of the PV-matrix elements -B~ot (C Q G-/'1£ C 0~ 2.-0c ~-) 

f.;.'}_""+"~/c 

f:r"2.0 /C 
c. 

}y~oAo/C 

£P.o~o/C 

.t~oz.o/C c. 

A;~ r:+ 
~~~ 1\ 

Ao ~ ~0 ...... 

so - '70 
~ 

Lo-
c 

2:0 

'l.~( Mz .. Mt>t )(x +Lf Y-3c) 
3 .3 Mz .. + M,...~ 

- 0.'1!3 'R3 

'L Yf( MA Mzt )(3X ... 4 Y-2) 
3 3 MA +M:zt 

- 0.2."-1 R.3 

- i ~/ Mso MAo)( X -2Y + 3l:) 
a 3 \- M;:o .J.MAo - O.lfS 'R 

_ ':i.. '12:( Mso Hao\( X +2. y -2':) 
3 Mso+Hc;oJ 0. 31- R""3 

~ ( MzaMzt j( X +;3) 
9 Mzo+H::rc: 

0.13 R-3 

Table II 

Relative size of .E~ and Qfot matrix elements 

h-r-.r /0. rtf 

0.11 

0. 3l3 

0. c, 4 

0.31 

0.11 
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and r-. ;::o K0 • The various sets of baryon intermediate states cont
ributing to the pole diagrams of these processes are 11:) 

[( ">+- ""o). L:-t-· (so l;-t-). ( "+ "o). 5o. 7 o . (so Ao)j w 1 we J J ' J L. 1 Lie J ; ~-. J J 

As was explained in Ref. 8, a naive calculation of the matrix element 
in eq. ( 3) would yield the uncorrect result _g.,&<= 0, as follows simply 
from the vanishing of the bag integral by a parity argument. Following 
this work one should instead consider the Fourier transform 

Pv Sot~ -;,Q.;< I Pll( .. I ' F~O'. ( 1) = J,Q~ x- e ' .:B (3 H.., x-J o<./:s , (8) 

where the index B indicates the use of MIT-bag wave-packet states. 
The ~amplitudes are then determined by expanding eq. (8) in powers 
of q and working to the lowest nontrivial order. One chara-cteristi
cally encounters the following three overlap integrals in analytical • 
ex pre as ions for the .f:,f'« amplitude 

S ....13 ( 2. 2. ) -2 X = ~ CA ~ us tt vc. -vs UIA. uc = 0. 0 3lf 1< ' 
bQ~ 

Y = 5 t"d3x--(usUc.Uu,-u-~VC'Vi.L<~.c)= -O.Ofi.S J;;(~ <9> 
baa 

0 

l .,. S t ol3x- ( u~ U5 1Jc - 'tl: 'V;; Uc) ::: 0. OD7- 7<-~ 
ba8 

Table I exhibits the various ~f.k< matrix elements. Observe that in 
the limit of SU(4) invariance the ;6~~ amplitudes become proportional 
to (X+Y}which is seen from eq. (9) to vanish in the symmetry limit. 
This way our bag model results are consistent with the requirements 
of Ref.f11. The relative size of the £/#-and Q~01 matrix elements is 
quoted in Table II. Notice, that these ratios are generally larger 
than the typical value 0.1 obtained for hyperon decays but neverthe
less smaller than the value 1 supposed in Ref,/81. Table III contains 
acompilation of the estimates for the commutator terms, pole contri
butions and factorizable terms contributing to the A and B ampli
tudes, and the bag model predictions for the partial widths r . In 
our calculations we have used the following values of the baryon mas-

M 1111 u 1111 M 1121 see, ~= 2282 MeV , J"IZc,= 2450 MeV _ and At-= 2460 MeV • 

*>aur notation is l{(c [u,dJ). A+ro>(c [s, u(d>J) • 2.0 
( crAoiJ. 

S0(c{slci])and T"(css) • c. 
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The masses cf the "fO and 5° baryons are taken from the quark mass 
f'ormvlas of l\P.f / 6b/. 

3. Discussion and Conclusions 

In this paper we have calculated the baryon-baryon matrix elements 
of the parity-vi.olating Hamiltonian for charmed baryons. We indeed 
find that for charm-changing transitions the ratio of the PV and PC 
matrix elements ,£/Jc< and 0.(3fX is generally larger than the typical 
value 0.1 obtained for nonleptonic hyperon decays but nevertheless 
smaller than the value 1 anticipated in Ref ./81 (cf. Table II). Their 
relative contribution to the S- and P- waYe decay amplitudes A B 

I 
can easily be estimated from eq. (4). Let AQ., ~ (~ 1 1}g)denote the 
contributions to the A (B) amplitude from the a and h matrix ele
ments. Using ~tf3o<"' 1 we then have 

Jig_ -v ]£ "' Me -tv1 _g "' AO-A, (10) 
Aa .:Ba. Me+~ a 

where (Mc_-M)/Hc+-11 "' -1/3 is a typical mass splitting between char
med and ordinary baryons. Note that unlike the case of hyperon decays, 
the PV matrix elements contribute now already at the 10-20% level. 
The increase of the ratios A.,gfAa., 'B,g/Bo.. for charmed baryons by 
an order of magnitude with respect to hyperon decays in eq. (10) 
is a combined effect of both the larger factor of mass splittings 
twu """ .Lncrease oi •ne ota ra1;1o. 'l'ne same order or magnitude esti
m!te (102.. roughly holds also for the ratios A_g;A , 'B,r:/B where 
A , ]3 include now the factorizable contribution, too. However, 

as a more careful analysis shows, the ratio (10) may be significantly 
enhanced in some processes, when the respective commutator and fac
torizable terms in the A amplitude or the pole and factorizable 
terms in the :B amplitude interfere destructively. Thus, by inspec-

""' ting Table III, we have, for example, A;,jA ( Ac ... ~ zok+-)=L'I, 
13_gjB (At~ L 0It} = 1. b and 'B,g/B (r'..., c°K 0

) =- 0.6· By compa-
ring the partial widths listed in Table III with our earlier results 
(cf. Ref.74/) we generally find corrections at the 20% level due to 
the PV baryon-baryon matrix elements*). The changes are, however, 

*} This concerns also the processes with enhanced ratios men
tioned before. Since the contribution of theB amplitude is suppres
sed in the partial width relative to the contribution of the A amp
litude by a kinematical facto~ relative large changes in B for 
the decays At_,za;,r-, -r'_,c0 1(. 0 lead only to relatively small chan
ges in r . Note also that the partial width of the decay /\c ... _, '2°K.,. 
is predominantly determined by the :S amplitude since the A ampli
tude is rather small. 
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more dramatic if one considers such subtle quantities like the asym

metry parameter 0( , 

} 
2 -k 'Re (AB' 

eX= IAI2 +k.zi'Bl2. 
ll {E-M 7 

1e = E+M 
( 11) 

In this case we find, e.g., CX (I\! _.,:;::ok+-) = -0.9 instead of -0.1 or 
o(.(l\l~L:0Jr'")= -o.7 instead of -0.2. Finally, let us compare our re
sults with the existing experimental data. Note that our estimate 
r(l\c.,.....PPK0 )= 1.1 is compatible with the experimental value P(t.:-.r,k) 
•(1.oo:g:~~)x1o11 sec-1 1 111. Moreover, our ratiof'(~ ... ~oJ)/r{t\6-.pR, 
.. 0. 'f{ is consistent with recent data on Ac decays obtained 
with the Fermilab bubble chamber/131. However, as before the decay 
width r(A: ....,1\rr+) unfortunately comes out too large by a factor of 
about three when compared with experiment. In this process the commu
tator term vanishes and the factorizable term seems to be overesti
mated. The inclusion of the PV term actually does not solve this dis
crepancy. The question whether excited (70,1-) or (168,1-) baryon in
termediate states, as proposed in Ref./141, may yield the needed supp
ression deserves further study. 

In co~clusion, we have proved the conjecture of Ref J 81 that PV 
baryon-baryon matrix elements may give non-negligible contributions 
to nonleptonic charmed-baryon decays and should therefore be included 
in careful theoretical calculations. In fact, such effects are expec-
tea to become even more lmpor'tant Ior weaK aecays or oeau•y oaryona 
because of a larger breaking of SU(5) symmetry. This point and the 
implications of the PV-terms for LlC+o, f::.J3tO weak radiative tran
sitions deserve further attention. 
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